it is well known that the epyllion is a modern construct, or at least the term,1 which was probably coined by karl David ilgen (1763-1834) in 1796 when he tried to characterize the homeric hymn to hermes.2 furthermore, for evolutionists like gregory nagy, we even have to question the universalized concept of "the epic" as a fundamental and generic category.3 According to him, there is no such thing as "the epic" or "homer," but at any given moment in time we have a diachronically different picture of the genre and homer. therefore, we must speak of "ages of homeric reception" as he is manifested in time and space, as nagy put it in his sather Lectures.4 homer and his monumental epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey, only gradually emerged in a long historical process, reaching from a dark mycenaean past, over the period of transition of the ninth and eighth centuries to the sixth and fifth centuries Bc, and even from then we have to reckon with a further development until the age of Aristarchos. it is attested that hipparchos regulated the agón of the panathenaia: in the competition, the two monumental poems of panhellenic status now had to be performed at full length in alternation, with one rhapsode following the other in a kind of relay (ἐξ ὑπολήψεως ἐφεξῆς [plat. Hipp. 228b]). in addition, this agonistic regulation had an impact on the evolution of the text. now, the oral tradition could be transformed to a continuous and whole narration that was then, in the age of writing, transmitted as text in form of a script. thus, our "homer" is a snapshot of a historical moment as well as a reprojected biographical construct, and the homeric epic evolves toward a monumental text of pedagogical purpose for all of hellas under specific historical circumstances.5 the long narration extends over twenty-four books and forms a continuous narration; by means of ongoing retardations, the elaborate plot is built on much shorter songs that are stitched together on the principle of variation and combination.6
With the fundamental cultural change in hellenistic times, both the monumental size and the august, heroic content that functioned to create a panhellenic cohesion met resistance. therefore, the new hellenistic poeta doctus started to compose epic miniatures full of artistry. however, he recurred to small and short epic forms that were the origin of monumental epic and that never stopped to circulate aside homer.7 only in the canonization of complex, panhellenic plot structures were the smaller, mostly epichoric epic songs dropped in the transmission process and lost. in addition, lofty forms were already parodied before hellenistic times. thus, the light style of narration characteristic of short epics that were subsumed under the term "epyllion" in the nineteenth century always existed and was never abandoned. i assume, along with other critics, that "epyllion," a term formerly used by Aristophanes in order to attack euripides' poorly composed verses (Ar. Ra. 942), was transferred to the entire genre of epic as a diminutive term. it seems to be an analogous coinage to "eidyllion," which designates only the poor copy of a big form or image and brings together vignettes of diverse generic modes.8 scholars still disagree on when the alleged genre of epyllion developed, on its characteristics in form and content, and on which texts have to be subsumed under this label. on these terms, it makes the most sense, as the editors of this volume suggest, to start an inquiry on possible intertextual and generic references between those texts that have been associated with the epyllion. furthermore, if we depart from the hellenistic perspective, it is perfectly legitimate to search for earlier models and pretexts
